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GAME PROFILES:

STARSIllP TROOPERjSTARSOLDIER
A Comparison of SF Treatments
by Phil Kosnett
As so many of us are, Phil Kosnett is an ardent
devotee of things science-fictional. He's trying
to arm-twist me into creating a space for a
regular
science-fiction
column
in this
magazine which would cover science-fiction
and fantasy
gaming
[see the Feedback
questions in this issue]. To get you in the
mood, he now goes on about the two latest
planet-pounder
sf simulations. [Twist, twist].

-RAS
SF wargames have been around for at least a
decade. Almost all deal with ship-to-ship
combat or the conquest of galactic empires.
SF games dealing with ground combat have
been rare, and most have been set on Earth in
the near future:' Invasion: America and
Jagdpanther's
Jacksonville
1997 are
examples. But now the science fiction
audience has been treated by SPI and Avalon
Hill to two fine games on the man-to-man
level. It's about time, and it's a pleasure.
Avalon Hill has published Robert Heinlein's
Starship Troopers, based on the very popular,
Hugo-winning novel published in 1959. SPl's
game is StarSoldier, which has its futurehistory base in the StarForce universe created
by Redmond A. Simonsen. It should be said
right up front that this gives StarSoldier a
great advantage as a wargame-the background and combat system were invented for
the express purpose of making wargames.
Heinlein had other things in mind. A bit of
background is in order.
Starship Troopers is the story of Juan Rico, a
naive 22nd Century rich kid who enlists on a
lark. Relegated by a lack of skill and brains to
the Mobile Infantry, Rico slowly becomes a
tough, wary combat soldier, an officer.
Heinlein follows the "Evolution of a Soldier"
through Basic Training and combat, through
OCS and back to battle. On this level Starship
Troopers is an exciting, occasionally touching
novel of war and its effects on one man.
On another level Troopers is another matter
entirely. The society to which Rico belongs is
so dominated by the military that only
veterans can vote or be citizens. War is not
considered an unavoidable horror, but the
ultimate expression of man's skill and valor.
At times Heinlein shifts the action into a
classroom so that he can literally lecture on
this right-wing militaristic theory, as well as
on conservative, strict methods of law enforcement. In the field, the Mobile Infantrymen
never question their leaders or the sloppy
diplomacy which put them there. While the
Troopers show remorse for their dead
comrades, not once does a Trooper show
regret or even get sick over killing thousands
of intelligent aliens. Heinlein depicts this
remorselessness by ingraining his characters'

environment with racism. As the British
conquered and slaughtered "Wogs," and the
Americans were told to kill "Gooks," the M.1.
kill "Bugs". The M.1. also display what
Heinlein calls "honor" and what others have
called a remarkable lack of the urge toward
self-preservation. At the end of the book, the
Human fleet is preparing for the last battlethe assault on the Bug homeworld. The
technology exists to simply annihilate the
planet, but instead thousands of Troopers will
land and die in an attempt to rescue a few
hundred Human prisoners of war. Honor?
Poor arithmetic? Take your pick. Of course,
negotiation is out of the question.
The object of all this preface has been to point
out that Heinlein had more on his mind than
writing a war novel envisioning future tactical
ground combat. He didn't even try; he simply
did what SF writers have often done; he fell
back on an historical situation. When the
M.I. blast the Bugs out of their tunnels, it is
the Marines blasting the Japanese out of their
tunnels, on Okinawa or Iwo Jima. Take away
the nuclear weapons, put in flamethrower
tanks, and there is very little difference. The
humanoid "Skinnies" play the part of stereotypical Italians in World War II, with little
interest in the war and even less ability. They
eventually switch sides and go with the
"good" guys.
Simonsen developed the StarForce rationale
as he developed the game. In fact, the
mechanics came first, an obvious aid. In
Simonsen's universe, the dominant factor is
the power of the handful of female telesthetics
who have the power to transport themselves
and their TeleShips across several light-years,
instantly. The telesthetics control interstellar
trade, and their pacifistic nature prevents true
warfare from breaking out. Wars are limited
to minor organizational struggles within and
between the Human, humanoid L'Chal Dah,
and non-humanoid Rame races. To control a
planet, a force must neutralize the stellar
system's protecting StarGate and telesthetics
and then project a "Heissen Field" which
knocks out everyone on the planet. Everyone,
that is, but the StarSoldiers, who wear a
protective suit. The invader's StarSoldiers
land by Gravity Sled to pacify the StarSoldier
bases and cities while the planetary defenses
trade laser blasts and missile salvoes with the
orbiting StarForces. Casualties are light, wars
last days instead of years, and the civilians
suffer nothing more than a bad headache and
perhaps increased taxes. Very civilized. Yet it
is still war, and a disturbing question arises. If
the telesthetics have such compassion for each
other that "even while on opposing combat
teams, (no telesthetics) have ever deliberately
caused another member's death," why do
they allow the StarSoldiers to kill each other.

Simonsen makes it clear that the telesthetic
minority controls interstellar trade and
communications; surely they could prevent
war entirely. Of course, with the appearance
of the fanatic, mass-murdering Xenophobes,
the rules change.
Star Soldier is clearly a better situation for a
wargame than Starship Troopers. I am not
suggesting that Simonsen is a better SF writer
than Heinlein; that would be akin to sacrilege.
But once again Heinlein was not primarily
concerned with the combat technology aspect
of the story he was telling. He probably hadn't
even heard of the then year-old Avalon Hill
Company in 1959. The StarForce/StarSoldier
system was built expressly for wargame
purposes. A handicap for Avalon Hill, but one
they overcame.
CORKSCREW
& BLOWTORCH:
STARSHIP TROOPERS
Troopers is a success for Avalon Hill. AH
decided a couple of years back to find a game
that would expand their bookstore outlets by
linking to a well-known book. They chose
Starship Troopers, negotiated with Heinlein,
and published the game. While I am not privy
to AH's marketing reports, it is hard to think
of a better title choice than Troopers. As for
the packaging-well,
Heinlein's name is
prominent and the cover painting is, uh, "eyecatching". Let's leave it at that.
Troopers is a success for designer Randy
Reed. Reed set out to make the game as
faithful to the situation as portrayed by
Heinlein as he could. He succeeded beyond
my expectations or those of anyone with
whom I've discussed the game. He left a few
things out of the game and added a few, and
he improved the situation with almost every
change. In the novel, the tactical situation is
hopelessly one-sided. The Mobile Infantrymen in their powered armor have overwhelming firepower and mobility, and the
Skinnies and Bugs can only sit in their
bunkers and tunnels respectively and await
the Humans. Counterattacks can be only local
because the Humans have the speed to retreat
from any large concentration and the power to
eliminate it immediately. Reed hasn't cured
this problem by a long shot, but he has at least
added alien Heavy Weapon units to give the
Bugs and Skinnies somewhat more firepower
in more concentrated form. Reed also added
more terrain differentiation to the plains
where Heinlein's Troopers fought, just to jazz
things up a little. And so on.
Troopers is a mild success as a game. It can be
a lot of fun for the Human player. He has to
coordinate his M.1. with his Combat
Engineers, use various conventional and
nuclear bombs to kill Bugs and seal their
holes, use nerve gas, set listening posts to
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divine the pattern of the Bug tunnel complex,
take care of the wounded and men with
damaged suits, try to anticipate local counterattacks, and sometimes even collect his troops
and evacuate by Retrieval Boat at the end of
the scenario. This requires an organizational
skill unnecessary in most wargames. The Bug
and Skinny Players have less to do, and it can
be boring sitting in a tunnel with nothing to do
but explode nuclear mines and wait for the
Human engineers to breach your tunnel
ceiling.
The basic mechanics of Troopers are, sadly,
quite familiar. The Human Player-Turn is a
simple Movement/Ranged Weapon Fire/Inhex Combat/Second Movement, with the
alien Player-Turn being Ranged Weapon/
Movement/In-hex. The counters, even more
sadly, have those three old numbers, AttackDefense-Movement on them. A Marauderthe basic M.I.-is a 4-6-6. The Bug Warrior is
a 6-3-1. With 50% Movement in the second
phase, the Human has a 9-1 speed advantage
on the surface. Some race.
The basic Human combat unit is the 54-man
platoon. Any number of these men will be
equipped with HE or nuclear rocket launcher,
bombs, or listening device in addition to hand
flamers (the basic combat strength). In
addition there are Combat Engineer sections
which lack powered armor combat suits and
are worthless in a fight, but are the only units
which can breach the surface and break into
the tunnels. Without Engineers, the Humans
can only enter Bug breaches, presumably containing Bugs.
The basic Bug unit is the Complex. The center
of a Complex is a Queen hex surrounded by
five Combat Brain hexes and a Master Brain.
A main tunnel extends ten hexes from each
Combat Brain with side tunnels, so the tunnel
system resembles a circle with 1/6 missing.
Each Combat Brain tunnel link has five
Warriors, five decoy Workers (0-1-1), and a
Reed Heavy Weapon (18-8-3). The HW is
basically a very heavy tank with powerful
energy beams. Bugs have unlimited movement within the Brain link, but cannot move
between links until new tunnels are built, and
of course they only crawl on the surface.
Before each game, the Bug player builds his
Complex with the links separated, deploys his
conventional and/or nuclear land mines in
the Complex area, and that's the extent of his
strategic planning. The Complex construction is the Bug's one and only chance to
outsmart the Human.
The Bug Complex contains 55 unit counters,
each representing a "group" of Bug Warriors,
Workers, or vehicles, maybe about ten. The
most advanced scenario puts two Bug
Complexes, two M.l. platoons and six
Combat Engineer sections, six unarmed
Engineer Air Cars, sixty-two bombs and
demolitions, six listening devices, two
Retrieval Boats, and a Human telesthetic
(Special Talent, or S&T counter) to divine the
tunnels, plus casualty markers and so forth,
all on a map 43x34 hexes (1462 square miles).
Usually only about half that many counters
are on the map at any time, especially as the
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Bugs are usually off-map, in the tunnels. Still,
it's kind of crowded. Not that there's anything
wrong with that. Juggling who's got the listening device and the platoon leader's out of
bombs and better watch that Bug breach and
send a squad to guard the wounded and dump
a gas bomb down that hole just in case-is
very different from what a gamer usually
concerns himself with. The feeling of
frustration Heinlein stresses in the problems
of running a platoon comes through very
nicely.
There are some nice applications of familiar
devices: the Worker units which act as
dummies for the Bugs and Skinnies; the
casualties which have to be guarded from
alien capture. And there are very original
rules for combat in tunnels, listening devices
and clairvoyance, and Retrieval Boats. The
Bug Command Control rules relate to the
capture of Brain Bugs, which can create the
interesting situation of a captured Brain
suiciding by ordering his Warriors to fire on
him, thereby eliminating the whole Bug link.
The M.l. Drop Procedure is disappointing,
though. The M.I. drop from orbit essentially
as paratroops, and while the rule is faithful to
the book, it is inferior to drop rules in games
like Highway to the Reich and Airborne!.

Physically Troopers has its ups and downs.
The box cover could be a lot better; it could
hardly be worse. The counters are brightly
printed but the silhouettes are not detailed
and the numerals tend to dominate the
counters. The map is "pretty" though, and
the rules booklet has a number of illustrations
which add flavor-diagrams of suits, drawings of Skinnies, documents referred to in the
novel. Much of it is worthless to someone who
hasn't read the book, I'll admit. Take your
pick. The rules are done in a Programmed
Instruction format, which means the scenarios are arranged to add complexity
gradually. Nothing new, but there is an
Addenda which adds the complexity of the
final scenario to the earlier ones, giving you an

"Advanced Basic" game. One thing I hate
about the rules is that there is a notice after
each scenario which reads, "STOP! READ
NO FURTHER. PLAY SCENARIO "that
reminds me of my College Board exams.
Shudder.
There are, of course, things in Troopers which
trigger my variant-oriented mind. Reed
removed the K-9 Corps and its wonderful
talking Neodog scouts. Granted they were
never intended to be an important tactical
force, they would add a little to the game. And
the most serious flaw in the game-as-a-game
is that there is simply no chance of a Bug or
Skinny offensive. Heinlein never talked about
how the Bugs would capture a planet, though
he discussed their bombing Terran cities and
the battles between Bug and Terran fleets
(space navy, of course). The Arachnids have
the ultimate trench mentality. They may be
the Japanese, but they don't even have the
speed for more than an occasional, easily
crushed small-scale banzai charge. A scenario
of a Bug attack on an established Human
ground base, perhaps in armed Air Cars or
some sort of high-speed Heavy Weapon mole
vehicle, would have provided considerable
variety. As it is now, playing the Bugs is an
exercise in boredom. I'm not saying the Bugs
can't win; a good Bug player can keep a bad
Human player from invading the tunnels by
well-timed, well-placed raids and judicious
use of mines. But with comparably skilled
opponents, the Human will soon develop
tactics that will assure a careful, methodical
victory.
Randy Reed and his playtesters have done a
good job. Starship Troopers is a challenging
game; it is in some ways a different game. But
it is a failure as a science fiction game. The
mechanics are old and tired. The combat
system and the CRT would be at home in
almost any 20th Century tactical game. Those
three damn digits on the counters have no
business being there. Except for those
concerning the tunnels, there are almost no
rules which haven't been seen a dozen times
before. Change the counter silhouettes and
the historical background and call it Banzai!
There is no blame to be shared by Heinlein
and Reed, and I'm sure Reed could have done
a better job by starting from scratch with a set
of parameters of his own. Science fiction has
been defined as "The effect of change upon
people and society." In Starship Troopers
there is no change in organization, tactics, or
the use of weaponry from that used in the hills
of Iwo Jima in 1945, and I just can't believe
warfare will not change in two centuries. Just
look at the last two.
SOMETHING NEW: STARSOLDIER
StarSoldier is the offspring of designer Tom
Walczyk, developer Brad Hessel, and Simonsen, who contributed ideas and nagged a lot
about keeping the game futuristic. In this the
three succeeded.
StarSoldier is set in the period from 2405 to
2785, several centuries after St arship
Troopers, and the technology is superior. An
M.l. fights in his powered armor, a suit which
increases his strength, allows him to leap tall
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buildings in a single bound, and contains
enough nuclear and conventional firepower to
wipe out a 20th Century armored division. It
also serves as a spacesuit.
A StarSoldier has his Active Battle Dress. The
ABD has all the capabilities of powered armor
and then some. It enables the wearer to fly at
2S00 mph and be unaffected by high gravity.
It screens out energy emissions, making the
Soldier invisible to the eye and to any
electronic means save those of- another
StarSoldier in ABD. ABD can convert an
almost unlimited amount of energy to a direct
fire beam, defensive screening, movement
ability, or power to launch or deflect guided
and unguided missiles. And furthermore,
ABD is intelligent-a fully aware computer
circuit is built into it, and a stupider brain is
included in each guided missile. The ABD
also has a considerable ability to repair itself.
The tactical mission of the StarSoldier is
different from the Trooper's. Instead of
attempting to wipe out all the aliens on a
planet, the Soldier is just trying to neutralize
the enemy military to prepare for a negotiated
peace. Fighting centers on the locations of
ground bases, which serve as repair and
supply bases, centers for anti-ship planetary
defenses, and havens for key civilian
personnel. There is no front.
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calculations are complicated. You get Attack
Strength by multiplying Efficiency by the
Task Points expended. You subtract the
Defense Strength, which is Range Attenuation plus Target Counter-Measure Task
Points plus Movement of target effect plus
Terrain Value. This has to be calculated at
least once or twice per Game-Turn, usually
more often, depending on situation and
Player tactics. The developer, Hessel, admits
they got a little carried away, but the system
works. It is difficult to get a positive Fire
number for the CRT, which means that
launched weapons are usually used at
anything but very short range. Guided
Positron Bombs (nuclear missiles) can miss
the target hex and land elsewhere. Free Flight
Missiles aren't vulnerable to scatter, but they
can be shot down in flight by the target
StarSoldier. In addition to inflicting damage,
launched weapons can temporarily jam the
electronics of an ABD and delay recovery; this
is called (archaically) "stunning." In addition
there are Homing Missiles which can be
sowed like land mines, but they move when
they locate a target! Finally, the Xenophobes
use Neutron Bombs which vaporize Soldiers
outright-the Xeno's, remember are the most
bloodthirsty race.
~ Future-History

The team decided in doing StarSoldier to
combine familiar aspects of Sniper! and
Patrol (SPI's 20th Century man-to-man
games), with original mechanics. Happily the
original mechanics became more prominent
during development, and most of the 20th
Century mechanics were left to antiquity. The
most obvious aspects that remain are the
definition of Soldier functions as Tasks, and
the chart which shows how many "Movement" Points each Task requires. Actually
the points are called (logically) Task Points,
and each Race's Soldiers have a standard TP
Allowance in addition to an Efficiency
Rating- kind of a measure of how good a race
is at soldiering. The Recovery Rate shows how
much punishment a Soldier can recover from
with the aid of his Active Battle Dress. These
three numbers are the basis for just about
everything the StarSoldier does. He does a lot,
so let's go through it gradually.
Movement is either at High Level Airborne,
Nap of Earth, or Ground Level. The last can
be below the surface in lake hexes; naturally
ABD can swim underwater (or undermethane- the rules include a great section on
non-earthlike environments). Vulnerability is
lowest at Ground Level, what with hiding in
the trees (uh, pardon me, "organic cover")
and such, and NOE is almost as good with far
better mobility. At High Altitude, vulnerability is great, but on a clear day you can fire
forever. You can always see forever; sensors
are all-knowing, and for once it makes sense
to know the whereabouts and condition of
units forty kilometers away across a mountain
range.
Fire Combat is ranged fire, something like
Trooper's use of rocket launchers. Fire
Combat is also an exercise in mathematics
which is very tiresome. Not that the
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support is neutralized. This rarely happens,
so StarSoldiers rarely die.
Contrary to the Developer's Notes, this system
of combat results has been seen before, in (to
name one example) Lou Zocchi's Star Trek/
Alien Space system. Each ship has X number
of engine factors which feed Y number of
phasers and Z number of defensive shields,
plus special weapons. Damage knocks out
engine boxes (which is just like losing TPA) or
damage can apply individually to one of the
other systems. Soldier needs this factor: the
ability to have the missile launcher or the
Counter-Measure system or communications
knocked out specifically. Perhaps a Critical
Hit Table, with a small chance of a systems hit
every time TP A is reduced.
Finally, there are Opacity Grenades, which
create a field of what is mis-labeled "smoke"
which blocks Fire and slows Movement.
There are other weapons in the game besides
those of the StarSoldiers: Support Platforms
with Laser Cannon, Orbital Fire Support and
Orbital Opacity Bombs from TeleShips.
There is even provision for the completely
alien Rame (telepathic, with a mergeable
massmind and no individual identity) to use
Killer Swarm tactics which greatly improve
their capabilities when operating in the same
hex (kilometer).

the time is: 2451 A.D.

Combat results were originally Kill, Wound,
etc., but that was changed to a more
sophisticated system in playtesting. Now a hit
reduces TP Allowance by X number, which
only reduces the number of things a Soldier
can do each Turn and the speed or power with
which they are done. Recovery Rate is the
number of Points which can be regained per
Game-Turn. For example, the L'Chal Dah
have 12TPA to the Human 9, but the Humans
can recover 3 Points a Turn to the L'Chal
Dah's one Point. (Incidentally, each race
except the Xeno's has Androids-self-aware,
fully possessed of initiative, basically different
from their makers only in construction, but
incapable of Recovery. I haven't quite figured
out why an ABD can repair itself but an
Android cannot.) If a Soldier's TPA is
reduced to zero, then he/she/it dies, as life

The map represents about 750 square miles,
and ·there are never more than twenty-two
StarSoldiers on the map. The map is thus
much less crowded than Trooper's. Soldiers
operate independently and the chain of
command takes on different meaning than it
has today. Fireteam Leaders don't give orders
as a primary function; they are coordinators.
Sensor data and instructions from off-map
and off-planet are transmitted through them
to the other Soldiers. The loss of a Leader
forces the Soldiers to tie into the off-map
superiors individually, delaying action. The
effect in the game is to allow Soldiers in
Command Communication a first shot at
their enemies without Communication, allowing them to take out the enemy first. The
Rame, of course, are never out of Communication-a
mass-mind has no need for
electronic message devices. (Command
Control is an element noticeably, and predictably, missing from Starship Troopers.
Heinlein stresses the importance of the
officers; the counter-mix is sure to differentiate between officers and Marauders, but
there is no Command system. I guess AH has
decided against Command Control as a
matter of policy. Pity.) The game has no Panic
rules as Star Soldiers are not likely to get their
orders fouled up that way, though once
casualties reach Preservation Level the
Efficiency Level is halved. Remember, the
wars are fought only until one side decides it
isn't worth fighting, which usually happens in
a few days. Any casualty is very demoralizing,
and it doesn't take much punishment to reach
Preservation Level. I would suggest one
change to the present rule. Instead of just
counting Task Points to determine Preservation, I would give a bonus when a Soldier is
actually killed, as it happens somewhat rarely.
[continued on page 101

Starship Trooper/Starsoldier
[continued from page 6)

Naturally Android death would count less.
(Xenobhobe scenarios are fights to the death,
and Preservation is ignored.)
Tacked at the end of the rules is the StarForce
Link, which enables owners of that game to
play out their strategic battles on a tactical
level. This can be a very time-consuming
thing, and most people probably won't try it
more than once. I guess if the link were not
there, though, people would complain. It
involves l00,OOO-Soldier Strike Commands,
small portions of which are represented
in
three StarSoldier scenarios, in representative
actions. If one side has 800/0casualties in the
three scenarios, 80,000 men of each Strike
Command
are considered
casualties.
Obviously it would be almost impossible to
show every one of the circa 10,000 battles
fought for the planet. I say almost because it
would be feasible to begin such a series with
the understanding
that it would be completed
by your firstborn male child, but otherwise it
would be ajoke to think about. One very nice
part of the Link game is that if one side inflicts
too many civilian casualties, the Telesthetics
Guild may end the war, rendering the killers
the losers regardless of the strategic situation.
All things considered, StarSoldier is physically attractive. The counters are very nicely
detailed. The map is mediocre, though the
urban hexes are very imaginative, resembling
Tinker-toys.
But Simonsen outdid himself
with the cover illustration. After months of
bad-mouthing
the Starship Troopers COYe£
RAS was determined to best it. RAS came
with a striking shot of two Human S
Soldiers being attacked with what are -

bolts of concentrated
Jell-O molds.

high energy or very large

There is a third tactical ground game I
mention out of fairness. Attack Wargaming's
Rift Trooper is essentially Starship Troopers
with the names changed. It is physically not
bad (for Attack, that is) and there is some
effort made to make the game different and
futuristic. Effort, I said; not success. It has a
passable cover sheet, and that is the extent of
what I'll say about Rift Trooper except that it
has three maps and the tunnel combat rules
could be worse and it is ridiculously
overpriced at eight dollars. And it came
before the AH Starship Troopers, so claims of
plagiarism I've heard from customers are
groundless and unfair.
Both Starship Troopers and StarSoldier have
virtues and flaws. Both games are worth
owning if you're an SF fan, and eren if you're
not-for
variety s sake. But two things are
>eIJ clear: 5 Sob:Iier is
and S

science fiction wargame must be innovative to
be good. The customers seem to agree. The
designer must be, to some extent a science
fiction writer, inventing situations
and
solutions with as much imagination
as
possible. It's best when the science fiction is
custom-made
for the game.
SF wargaming is in good shape today and
looking better all the time. Metagaming
Concepts, the first all-SF wargame company,
is surviving and turning out some good games,
as well as publishing far and away the best
science fiction wargame 'zine I've seen. (Send
acard to Metagaming at BOX 15346, Austin,
TX 78761 and they'll send you an issue. Tell
them where you heard of them.) SPI is
cranking out SF at a healthy pace, Outreach,

After the Holocaust, StarSoldier, BattleFleet .
Mars, all within a very few months. And there
will be others. After fifteen years of almost no
rofessional science fiction wargames, it is a
pleasnre to see them coming at last. As long as
igners remember that science fiction is
c::t:!=i«:£lt., and must be treated differently, we
-:::.-~ see some of the best wargames ever.

